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Abstract

Gradient-based hyperparameter optimization algorithms have the potential to scale to num-
bers of individual hyperparameters proportional to the number of elementary parameters, unlike
other current approaches. Some candidate completions of DrMAD, one such algorithm that up-
dates the hyperparameters after fully training the parameters of the model, are explored, with
experiments tuning per-parameter L2 regularization coefficients on CIFAR10 with the DenseNet
architecture. Experiments with DenseNets on CIFAR10 are also conducted with an adaptive
method, which updates the hyperparameters during the training of elementary parameters, tun-
ing per-parameter learning rates and L2 regularization. The experiments do not establish the
utility of either method, but the adaptive method shows some promise, with further experiments
required.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine learning is a field in the intersection of computer science and statistics with the broad
goal of learning from data, through algorithms, where ‘learning’ here means fitting a particular
model to the data, for the purpose of e.g. classifying or predicting the value of some function of
the data, representing the data or generating more examples from the distribution from which the
data came (or, more precisely, from the distribution fitted to the data).

In deep learning, a subfield of machine learning, artificial neural networks composed of sev-
eral layers of affine functions and componentwise nonlinearities with hundreds, thousands or
even millions of parameters to be learned, are used for such tasks. The objective function to be
optimized is continuous and usually differentiable almost everywhere, but never globally con-
vex. Deep learning has achieved considerable success in several tasks, and this project focuses
on image classification in particular.

Unfortunately, the model or even the training algorithm often makes use of hyperparameters,
i.e. parameters that aren’t themselves learned during training. These include both discrete and
continuous hyperparameters. Examples of discrete hyperparameters are the training algorithm
itself, the data preprocessing, the number of training iterations or stopping criteria as well as
details of the architecture of the neural network including the types and number of layers, the
types of nonlinearities, etc.. Continuous hyperparameters are typically the learning rates and mo-
mentum decays as well as coefficients of norm penalties on the weights in the training objective
(usually L2) which help regularize the model and improve generalization. All of these hyperpa-
rameters together can be cumbersome to tune by hand based on the validation error, indicating a
need for hyperparameter optimization methods.
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1.1 Overview

In section 1.2, and subsection 1.2.1 specifically, the necessary background on neural networks,
deep learning and image classification is covered. In subsection 1.2.2, different approaches to hy-
perparameter optimization are discussed, with focus on gradient-based approaches in subsection
1.2.2, on which this project builds.

In chapter 2, some preliminary experiments and issues with the the approaches followed in
this project are explored. Specifically, in section 2.1, the paths taken by elementary parameters
during training are explored, demonstrating obstacles to improvements of the DrMAD [22] re-
verse path approximation. In section 2.2, hyperparameter sharing is discussed. In section 2.3,
issues of symmetry in the weights of a neural networks and ensuring symmetry breaks consis-
tently between hyperparameter updates are explained. In section 2.4, the choices of learning
algorithms in this project, for both elementary parameters and hyperparameters, are justified.

In sections 3.1 and 3.2 of chapter 3, the results of experiments on CPU and GPU are presented
and discussed, with focus on DrMAD [22] and exact hypergradients [48] in the CPU experiments,
and DrMAD and an adaptive method in the GPU experiments.

Finally, the project is concluded and directions for future work are mentioned in 4.

1.2 Background and Related Work

1.2.1 Neural Networks and Image Classification Tasks

Feedforward neural networks, or more specifically, multilayer perceptrons, are machine learning
models, which as functions of their input, are the alternating composition of affine transforma-
tions, i.e. x 2 Rd1 7! Wx + b 2 Rd2 where W is a d2 ⇥ d1 matrix and b 2 Rd2 , with nonlinear
functions, called activation functions, applied to each component or coordinate or unit. W and
b are usually parameters of the model to be ‘learned’ or estimated, while typical activation func-
tions are:

• the sigmoid function � : R ! (0, 1) defined by �(x) = 1
1+e

�x

,

• the hyperbolic tangent function tanh : R ! (�1, 1) defined by tanh(x) = e

2x�1
e

2x+1 , or

• the rectified linear unit ReLU : R ! R+ defined by ReLU(x) = max{0, x}.
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The weights W and biases b in all of the layers to be trained are together denoted by w and
called the parameters or elementary parameters (as in [48]). ✓ denotes the hyperparameters,
parameters whose values are fixed during training.

In classification with C classes, often denoted 0, 1, . . . , C � 1, on input x, the model must
output a vector in RC , with each component positive and together summing to 1 (i.e. strictly
inside the interior of the C-simplex). This is usually enforced by applying the softmax function
to the C components at the end of the neural network, so that for z = (z

j

)

j

2 RC , and k =

0, 1, . . . , C � 1, �(z)
k

=

e

z

kP
j

e

z

j

. The training loss function L(w,✓) is then typically the cross-
entropy, a smooth approximation of the classification error, plus some regularization function
R(w,✓) with hyperparameters ✓:

L(w,✓) = � 1
N

NX

i=1

C�1X

c=0

y
ic

log(ŷ
c

(x
i

;w,✓)) +R(w,✓),

where y
ic

= 1 if x
i

is in class c and 0, otherwise; and ˆy(x
i

;w,✓) = (ŷ
c

(x
i

;w,✓))C�1
c=0 2 RC is

the output of the network on input data x
i

with parameters w and hyperparameters ✓, so that
ŷ
c

(x
i

;w,✓) represents the predicted probability that x
i

belongs to class c.

A typical choice for R(w,✓) is L2 weight decay or L2 regularization or an L2 penalty
R(w,✓) = �kwk2, for � > 0 a component of ✓. More generally, each component w

j

of
w = (w

j

)

j

may receive its own regularization hyperparameter, i.e. R(w,✓) =
P

j

�
j

w2
j

, where
the �

j

are again components of ✓. The hyperparameters ✓ are fixed, and then the (elementary)
parameters w are trained on the dataset.

In this project, the datasets used are

• MNIST [41], consisting of 60,000 training and 10,000 test 32 ⇥ 32 grayscale images of
handwritten digits, 0 to 9, so 10 classes, although only subsets of size 20,000 and 5,000 of
the training and test subsets were used; and

• CIFAR10 [37], consisting of 50,000 training and 10,000 test 32⇥ 32 RGB images with 10
classes.

The preferred algorithm for learning the parameters is (mini-batch) stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) [58] with momentum or Nesterov momentum [53]; several adaptive methods have
been developed and are popular, and while they may reduce the training loss more quickly, their
test errors are often worse. [76] SGD involves replacing at each step L(w,✓) with

L(w,✓, t) = � 1
|B

t

|

X

i:x
i

2B
t

C�1X

c=0

y
ic

log(ŷ
c

(x
i

;w,✓)) +R(w,✓),
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where B
t

is a small random sample (often of size 32, 64 or 128) from the dataset, called a batch
or mini-batch, and used in step t. The purpose is to satisfy, for each t,

E[L(w,✓, t)] = L(w,✓) ,

and
E[rwL(w,✓, t)] = rwL(w,✓) .

In practice, however, the dataset is shuffled randomly once before training, split into batches of
a fixed size (the batch size), and these batches are used one at a time, until all are used. This
is then repeated in the same order starting again from the first batch. An epoch then consists of
consecutive iterations that cover all of the training data, starting from the first batch and ending
with the last.

SGD starts with parameters initialized at w0 and velocity v�1 = 0, and ends with velocity
v
T�1 and parameters w

T

= w
T�1 + ↵

T�1vT�1. See Algorithm 1 below. The ↵
t

are called the
learning rates or step sizes, and the �

t

are the momentum decay rates or just momentum decays
or momentum.

Algorithm 1 Stochastic gradient descent with momentum (in the notation of [48], with some
modifications)

1: input: initial w0, decays �, learning rates ↵, loss function L(w,✓, t)
2: initialize v�1 = 0
3: for t = 0 to T � 1 do
4: g

t

= rwL(wt

,✓, t) . evaluate gradient
5: v

t

= �
t

v
t�1 � (1� �

t

)g
t

. update velocity
6: w

t+1 = w
t

+ ↵
t

v
t

. update position
7: end for
8: output trained parameters w

T

SGD with Nesterov momentum is instead defined by the following step [7]

v
t+1 = �

t

v
t

� ↵
t

rwL(wt

+ �
t

v
t

,✓, t)

w
t+1 = w

t+1 + v
t

but is reformulated in [7] as

v
t+1 = �

t

v
t

� ↵
t

rwL(wt

,✓, t)

w
t+1 = w

t+1 � �
t

v
t

+ (1 + �
t+1)vt+1

Note that the learning rate is incorporated into the velocities here, but not in regular SGD with
momentum.
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CNNs, ResNet and DenseNet

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [40] have made neural networks competitive on image
tasks, with [38] achieving a breakthrough on ImageNet [60], an image classification task with
millions of images and over ten thousand classes. What characterizes the CNN is the convolu-
tional layer, which uses considerable amounts of weight sharing. The input to a 2D convolutional
layer for 2D images has 3 dimensions, 2 for the 2 dimensions of the image, and the third dimen-
sion for the number of input channels or input features. For example, if the first layer of the
neural network is a convolution, then the input channels are often the 3 RGB values at each
pixel; otherwise the inputs are simply outputs of previous layers. The weights in a convolutional
layer are formed by kernels or filters, 3D arrays with depth equal to the number of input features
into the layer, and width and height usually set to some small constant, typically 3. To compute
the resulting feature map from this kernel and the input to the layer, the dot product is taken
between the kernel and the inputs at each spatial location, using the full depth. That is, letting
W = (w

ij

)

1
i,j=�1 be a 3⇥ 3 kernel of the same depth of the input Z = (z

ij

)

M�1,N�1
i=0,j=0 of spatial di-

mensions M⇥N . Then the output with this kernel at location i, j, 1  i  M�2, 1  j  N�2

is the convolution
1X

i

0
,j

0=�1

wT
i

0
j

0z
i+i

0
,j+j

0 .

In other words, this is the dot product of W with the block of the same dimensions centered
at i, j, with the full depth. The coordinates i + i0, j + j0, i0, j0 = �1, 0, 1 together form the
receptive field for the output at coordinates i, j. Just 9 = 3 ⇥ 3 weights are used to produce
(M � 3 + 1) ⇥ (N � 3 + 1) outputs. This describes the situation with the stride equal to 1,
but with a greater stride s, only at each (s � 1)th position will the kernel be convolved with the
corresponding block.

These outputs together form one feature map, and each kernel in a convolutional layer will
produce a separate feature map, which will all be stacked depth-wise.

Other common layers in CNNs include:

• Pooling layers, which are like convolutional layers, but rather than computing convolutions
and summing over the depth, the values are computed separately for each feature map
(or depth value), and the computed value is typically the maximum (maxpooling) or the
average in the receptive field at that depth. Furthermore, the size of the pool is typically 2⇥
2, and stride 2 is used, so this means dividing each input feature map into non-overlapping
2⇥ 2 squares, each from which a single value is computed.
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• Batch normalization layers [33], which normalize the units for each batch during train-
ing, subtracting from the value of each unit its batch mean and then dividing by its batch
standard deviation; this is typically followed by rescaling and shifting with trainable pa-
rameters. For prediction, the mean and variance of the units over the full training set is
used.

• Dropout layers [29, 70], which set the value of each input unit to 0 independently with
some probability p, for regularization, and dividing by 1 � p to preserve the expected
value. This is disabled for prediction.

Note that all of these layers just defined are shift invariant (excluding the edges for convolu-
tions and pooling, and when the shift is a multiple of the stride).

DenseNets [30] established the state-of-the-art performance on the image classification tasks
SVHN [54], CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 [37], and better scalable performance on ImageNet [60],
beating deep residual networks (ResNet) and some variants thereof [28, 79]. Residual networks
are a modification of CNNs with skip connections, writing the output y0 of a layer or block as
the sum of the output of a block of transformations H on its input y and the input itself, to allow
information from previous layers to pass through more easily:

y0
= H(y;w,✓) + y .

H
l

typically consists of convolutions, batch normalization and ReLU, but also sometimes dropout.
y is padded with 0s on the edges before convolutions to preserve the dimensionality. H does not
depend directly on all of the parameters in w or hyperparameters in ✓.

Densely connected neural networks, or DenseNets, are similar, but rather than taking a sum,
the outputs of all (or some consecutive) previous blocks, y0, y1, . . . , y

l�1 are concatenated and
accumulated, and then the transformations H

l

are applied:

y
l

= H
l

([y0, y1, . . . , y
l�1];w,✓) .

This allows for more efficient use of parameters.

Because DenseNets have established state-of-the-art performance, experiments in this project
are conducted with them, but on smaller networks than the most competitive.

1.2.2 Hyperparameter Optimization

To “tune” the hyperparameters ✓, the dataset is split before training into training set and valida-
tion set, and then the elementary parameters are trained using the data from the training set. ✓
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is then selected as to minimize the validation error or some other validation loss with the final
weights after training with given fixed values of ✓. In order to measure the performance of the
final network in an unbiased way, a third set of data is split off from the rest at the beginning, too,
and the elementary parameters w and hyperparameters ✓ (and any other values in the network,
like batch normalization means and standard deviations) are never modified in response to this
data.

The error is the percentage of incorrectl classed data, where the class of x
i

is chosen as the
class corresponding to the (or a) maximum component of the output of the neural network on x

i

,
ˆy(x

i

;w) = (ŷ
c

(x
i

;w))

C�1
c=0 , so the validation error is simply the error on the validation set, and

similarly for the training error. In this project, the validation loss is also the cross-entropy, but on
the validation set and without the regularization term R(w,✓).

Several approaches to hyperparameter optimization have been developed. One of the simplest
is grid search, which is an exhaustive search on a grid of values. More efficient is random search
[8], because the effective dimension of the problem may be significantly lower than the number
of hyperparameters, so time won’t be wasted checking all values for a hyperparameter of little
importance.

A large class of algorithms often used for hyperparameter optimization are sequential model-
based global optimization algorithms and more narrowly, Bayesian optimization algorithms. See
[9, 10, 31, 66, 67] for reviews and popular variants. These involve modelling the validation loss
as a function of hyperparameters and choosing next points based on measures like the expected
improvement, taking the full history of hyperparameter configurations into account, but as such,
normally, each hyperparameter iteration would require at least N ⇥D operations and the storing
of this much data, where N is the number of hyperparameter configurations tried so far, and
D is the number of hyperparameters, just to be able to look at them all. The time complexity
is not inherently concerning if N doesn’t grow too large and everything fits on GPU, and even
GPU transfers may be cheap compared to the training of the neural network, but in practice,
most of these methods don’t scale well to large numbers of hyperparameters, since the number
of evaluations required to cover the hyperparameter space grows exponentially in the number
of hyperparameters, the curse of dimensionality. [66] Some specific attempts have been made
in this regard. Random embeddings [75] have been proposed for scaling Bayesian optimization
to billions of dimensions, but where the hyperparameters have low effective dimensionality, i.e.
the hyperparameters can be reduced to a small set that determines them all. Some papers have
mentioned the possibility of using hyperparameter gradient information for Bayesian optimiza-
tion [48, 77, 78], but as of writing, it’s not clear anyone has actually attempted this, as obtaining
sufficiently accurate hyperparameter gradient information remains an open problem, one which
this project explores.
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Recently, Hyperband [43, 59], evolutionary algorithms [52], particle swarms [45, 46] and
reinforcement learning [3, 80] algorithms have been developed for hyperparameter optimization.
These all require the training of multiple networks (preferably in parallel) before deciding on the
next candidate hyperparameters to train. In [43, 52, 59, 80], the networks aren’t trained until
convergence at each round, which means the “winning” hyperparameters are those that reach
the lowest loss within the allotted number of iterations, so that more quickly trained networks
become preferred. Hyperband is a refinement of the SuccessiveHalving algorithm, “uniformly
allocate a budget to a set of hyperparameter configurations, evaluate the performance of all con-
figurations, throw out the worst half, and repeat until one configurations remains,” that allocates
resources more efficiently and explores more hyperparameters of the SuccessiveHalving algo-
rithm itself. [43]

Gradient-based Approaches

What sets gradient-based approaches apart from those above are the potential to scale to huge
number of effective (but continuous) dimensions, in comparison to Bayesian optimization, while
an individual setting of the hyperparameters informs where to search next through the hypergra-
dient, unlike, in evolutionary, particle swarm and reinforcement learning algorithms, as well as
Hyperband, which require the performances of the network with several different hyperparame-
ters to be compared to choose the next ones.

In these approaches, the final parameters w after training with hyperparameters ✓ implicitly
depend on ✓ (and other values, like learning rate, momentum decays, randomness, etc.). Writing
w(✓), the validation loss, say f(w), then also depends on the hyperparameters this way, and
the hypergradient r✓f(w(✓)) is computed or estimated. ✓ is then updated using this gradient,
through some variant of gradient descent. A meta-iteration refers to the step from the previous
value of ✓ to its next after an update, with all of the elementary training in it.

Several methods use implicit differentiation, based on the assumption that the final elemen-
tary parameters are approximate critical points, starting with [6, 39]. These require the inver-
sion of the Hessian of the training loss (or some approximation thereof, like the diagonals or the
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse). The more recent [56] approximately inverts the Hessian on some
input using the iterative conjugate-gradient method, which, although feasible through repeated
Hessian-vector products [55] with access to the exact full gradient of the training loss, has not
yet been extended to the stochastic setting. In particular, inversion is not a linear operation, so
the expected value of the inverse of the stochastic estimate of the Hessian (multiplied by a vec-
tor) may be biased away from the inverse of the Hessian (multiplied by a vector). In the paper,
the author also proves convergence under certain assumptions, including, of course, invertibility
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of the Hessian of the training loss at the optimal values. Note however, in practice, the Hes-
sian at the end of training is often degenerate, with negative eigenvalues and eigenvalues close
to 0 [13, 61, 62, 63]; this may be an important obstacle for these implicit differentiation-based
algorithms generally.

Iterative differentiation, developed in [16], entails differentiating the validation loss with re-
spect to the hyperparameters by using the chain rule through all of the steps of gradient descent.
[48] extended this to the stochastic setting and avoids storing the whole trajectory or even check-
points (from which steps can be recomputed) by reversing the SGD with momentum path exactly,
drastically improving the memory efficiency. This project continues along these lines.

Below in Algorithm 2, and in the notation of 1, dv
t

=

@f(w
T

)

@v
t

, dw
t

=

@f(w
T

)

@w
t

, where w
T

the final parameters, is a function of v
t

,w
t

,✓ and so on.

Algorithm 2 Reverse-mode differentiation of SGD [48]
1: input: w

T

, v
T�1, �, ↵, train loss L(w,✓, t), loss f(w)

2: initialize dv
T

= 0, d✓ = 0, d↵
t

= 0, d�
t

= 0

3: initialize dw
T

= rwf(wT

)

4: for t = T � 1 counting down to 0 do
5: d↵

t

= dwT
t+1vt

6: w
t

= w
t+1 � ↵

t

v
t

7: g
t

= rwL(wt

,✓, t)

) exactly reverse
gradient de-
scent
operations8: v

t�1 = [v
t

+ (1� �
t

)g
t

]/�
t

9: dv
t

= �
t+1dvt+1 + ↵

t

dw
t+1

10: d�
t

= dvT
t

(v
t�1 + g

t

)

11: dw
t

= dw
t+1 � (1� �

t

)dv
t

rwrwL(wt

,✓, t)
12: d✓ = d✓ � (1� �

t

)dv
t

r✓rwL(wt

,✓, t)
13: end for
14: output gradient of f(w

T

) w.r.t w0, v�1, �, ↵ and ✓

Note the �
t+1 in line 9, but �

t

in the other lines. The 1� �
t

is for the dependence of the loss

function through g
t

, as
@v

t

@g
t

= �(1� �
t

). Line 9 is as it appears above because the loss function

depends on v
t

only through paths through w
t+1 and v

t+1, so
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dv
t

=

@f(w
T

)

@v
t

(1.1)

=

@f(w
T

)

@v
t+1

@v
t+1

@v
t

+

@f(w
T

)

@w
t+1

@w
t+1

@v
t

(1.2)

= dv
t+1�t+1 + dw

t+1↵t

(1.3)
= �

t+1dvt+1 + ↵
t

dw
t+1 (1.4)

In [48], the authors avoid referring to two different values of � in a single reverse iteration by
using dv

t

= dv0
t

+ ↵
t

dw
t+1 in place of dv

t

= �
t+1dvt+1 + ↵

t

dw
t+1, and having dv0

t�1 = �
t

dv
t+1

at the end of the iteration.

The Hessian-vector products in lines 11 and 12 can be computed with reverse-mode auto-
matic differentiation (backpropagation) with at most a constant factor more memory and time
than a gradient step using the L-operator, as a simple consequence of the linearity of differentia-
tion. [55] That is, for x, v 2 Rn, y 2 Rm,

vTryrxL(x, y) = ry

⇣
vTrxL(x, y)

⌘
,

and, the special case x = y 2 Rn gives

vTrxrxL(x) = rx

⇣
vTrxL(x)

⌘
.

The velocity in the algorithm is used to reverse the path; plain SGD without momentum (e.g.
�
t

= 0 for all t) would not allow this, because from g
t

= rwL(wt

,✓, t) and ↵
t

alone, w
t�1

cannot be recovered. A major concern raised in [48] about naively reversing the paths with finite
precision arithmetic on a computer is the loss of information about v

t�1 when multiplied by �
t

to obtain v
t

during each elementary iteration. In particular, � log2(�t) bits of v
t�1 are lost on

average directly because of this multiplication; in [48], these lost bits are stored, so that previous
iterations may be recovered exactly. Unfortunately, these extra bits accumulate without bound
as the number of elementary iterations increases, making their algorithm unsuitable for use on
GPUs. This motivates [22]:
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Figure 1.1: Computational graph for computing the hypergradients in [48]
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Algorithm 3 DrMAD [22]
1: input: w

T

, v
T�1, �, ↵, train loss L(w,✓, t), loss f(w)

2: initialize dv
T

= 0, d✓ = 0
3: initialize dw

T

= rwf(wT

)

4: for t = T � 1 counting down to 0 do
5: w

t

=

t

T

w
T

+ (1� t

T

)w0 . approximately reverse path
6: dv

t

= �
t+1dvt+1 + ↵

t

dw
t+1

7: dw
t

= dw
t+1 � (1� �

t

)dv
t

rwrwL(wt

,✓, t)
8: d✓ = d✓ � (1� �

t

)dv
t

r✓rwL(wt

,✓, t)
9: end for

10: output gradient of f(w
T

) w.r.t w0 and ✓

The reverse path in Algorithm 3 which is spaced uniformly on the straight line between w0

and w
T

, was inspired in DrMAD [22] by [27], in which the authors observed that the loss func-
tion generally decreased monotonically along this path. Of course, this is a crude approximation,
which ignores even the general fact that the distances between successive steps tend to decrease
with each step. This has important consequences for the practical use of DrMAD.

One further advantage of DrMAD suggested in [22], beyond being suitable for use on GPU,
is that the path computation does not depend on precisely which learning algorithm is used, e.g.
SGD, SGD with momentum, SGD with Nesterov momentum [53], adaptive methods like the
popular AdaGrad [18], RMSProp [74] and Adam [35]. The exact algorithm of [48], on the other
hand, would need to be rederived for each such method. One reason why DrMAD may not
need to be readapted is that if the final parameters w obtained by one training algorithm are also
obtainable using SGD with momentum (SGDm), then the exact path followed doesn’t matter, and
it can be treated as if the SGDm path was followed instead. Similarly, rather than approximating
the SGD+momentum path, it may suffice to come up with a plausible SGDm path, e.g. a path
that is close to one that could have been taken by SGDm with different randomness. It’s unlikely
the DrMAD path itself is one such path, however, as section 2.1 suggests.

Adaptive hypergradient methods have also been developed in the same spirit as [48], but
which update the hyperparameters during the training of the elementary parameters and effec-
tively only use a single reverse iteration per elementary iteration (or for several elementary iter-
ations), so reversing the velocity is not necessary. These are [47], which tunes regularization hy-
perparameters, specifically L2 regularization and Gaussian noise added to the units, and [1, 2, 5],
which tune learning rates, albeilt based on the training loss rather than the validation loss, but
this is a simple modification acknowledged in [5]. The adaptive learning rate methods, with hy-
pergradients of the validation loss, on first consideration seem promising, because the popular
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adaptive methods AdaGrad, RMSProp and Adam have been shown to lead to worse generaliza-
tion performance than plain SGD with momentum; [76] and hypergradient methods deal directly
with the validation loss, a measure of generalization. In [22], it is claimed that [47] does not scale
well to large numbers of hyperparameters, but experiments in this project, while not conclusive,
seem to suggest otherwise.

Recently, [20, 21] derived general forward and reverse mode iterative differentiation methods
for arbitrary learning algorithms whose iterations mapping w

t

! w
t+1 (and other variables, like

the velocity) are differentiable. However, their reverse mode algorithm, essentially a generaliza-
tion of [16, 48] involved storing all intermediate steps along the path, which is not feasible on
GPU (nor would be checkpointing and recomputing), while their forward mode algorithm scales
as O(Tmd) in time and O(md) in space, where T is the number of elementary iterations, m is
the number of elementary parameters and d is the number of hyperparameters. This is because
the algorithm stores and updates the matrix dw

t

d✓ , or more generally, ds
t

d✓ , where s
t

contains w
t

,v
t

and any other variables used and updated at iteration t. That is, writing the elementary update
step as s

t+1 = �

t

(s
t

,✓), the chain rule gives

ds
t+1

d✓ =

@�
t

(s
t

,✓)
@s

t

ds
t

d✓ +

@�
t

(s
t

,✓)
@✓ ,

and the hypergradient is rwf(wt+1)
dw

t+1

d✓ (which may be computed only at the end).

This may be acceptable for a very small number of hyperparameters, because otherwise the
equivalent of the entire neural network once for each hyperparameter needs to be stored. Inter-
estingly, with the forward mode version, the hypergradient can be computed at each elementary
iteration during the forward pass, treating the current parameters as the final parameters although
it’s not clear what specific advantage this would have, because the hypergradient is with respect
to the entire training trajectory from intialization, so it seems the elementary parameters should
be reinitialized after updating the hyperparameters. [51] also updates the learning rates in an
online way by approximating the hypergradient for the whole trajectory. A priori, the adaptive
methods above, which only use information from the last step, seem better suited for this.
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Chapter 2

Algorithm Details

In this chapter, some preliminary experiments and issues with the the approaches followed in this
project are explored. Specifically, in section 2.1, the paths taken by elementary parameters dur-
ing training are explored, demonstrating obstacles to improvements of the DrMAD [22] reverse
path approximation. In section 2.2, hyperparameter sharing is discussed. In section 2.3, issues
of symmetry in the weights of a neural networks and ensuring symmetry breaks consistently be-
tween hyperparameter updates are explained. In section 2.4, the choices of learning algorithms
in this project, for both elementary parameters and hyperparameters, are justified.

2.1 Elementary Parameter Paths

In [27], the authors experimentally demonstrated that for neural networks on benchmark datasets
with modern architecture, the loss function decreased monotonically on the straight line from the
initial parameters to the final parameters. [44] visualized the projections of the paths taken by
the weights of a CNN on MNIST [41] onto their first two principal components, demonstrating
that the paths taken are far from straight. This was already observed for multilayer perceptrons
in [24, 25]. Furthermore, while the paths projected onto their first principal components appear
smooth, projecting onto random coordinates/components reveals more erratic behaviour, on con-
volutional neural networks and especially standard multilayer perceptrons. See figures 2.1 and
2.2, which were produced for this project with a small CNN, modified slightly from [23] on CI-
FAR10 [37], with architecture conv-maxpool-conv-maxpool-dropout-FC-dropout-FC, with FC
for fully connected and with dropout probability 0.5. The learning rate was 0.005; the momen-
tum decay, 0.95; and the L2 penalty coefficient 0.02. From the figures, it’s apparent that saving a
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Figure 2.1: Parameter paths projected onto two random coordinates for a small CNN. The green
dot is at the initial value, and the red one is at the final value.

few intermediate points and attempting to fit an interpolating spline exactly through them could
produce a path that overshoots past sharp turns, while smooth approximating curves often involve
hyperparameters for their degree of smoothing, and these would be cumbersome to tune. Even
before this, saving the parameters at multiple points during training may infeasible or require the
use of smaller models to fit on GPU.

2.2 Hyperparameter Sharing

Hyperparameters often correspond to particular (or groups of) weights, so if a particular weight
is shared, i.e. used for multiple inputs to the layer, as is the case for convolutional, scale and bias
layer weights (the last two by default in Lasagne [14], and used for batch normalization), then
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Figure 2.2: Paths as functions of the iteration, for a random coordinate each, for a small CNN.
The green dot is at the initial value, and the red one is at the final value.

a hyperparameter, e.g. a learning rate or an L2 penalty coefficient, corresponding to it is also
‘shared’ in the same way. In particular, in computing the hypergradient with respect to such a
weight, there will be contributions from all uses of the weight. This may reduce the variance of
this hyperparameter’s component of the hypergradient, and make the hyperparameter less prone
to overfitting to the validation loss. On the other hand, fully connected/dense layer weights are
not shared this way, so it may be preferable to force their corresponding hyperparameters to be
shared by unit. This is used in the adaptive method on GPU, but due to time constraints, not
DrMAD on GPU.

Scaling hyperparameter optimization to large numbers of hyperparameters with minimal ex-
tra sharing is one of the main goals of this project.

2.3 Symmetry

Because neural networks can often have their weights permuted and still compute the same func-
tion, as is typically the case when convolutional layers with multiple kernels are used (the kernels
can be permuted, and the permutations have to propagate upwards towards the output), it cannot
be expected that a particular parameter will end up with even similar values under multiple train-
ing runs. [44] illustrated exactly this with random initialization. As such, a separate hyperparam-
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eter (e.g. L2 regularizer or learning rate) for each weight may not make sense, because the final
training parameter corresponding to a hyperparamter may be more similar to a different equiva-
lent parameter in the next training run, or nowhere near any of the previous equivalent weights.
However, fixing the random initialization and the sequence of training batches encourages sym-
metry to be broken the same way. Including hyperparameter velocity could potentially average
over the impacts of this poor tying of parameters and hyperparameters when it occurs, while still
allowing individually tied parameters and hyperparameters when it doesn’t, but because of the
huge number of hyperparameters and small number of meta-iterations, this averaging is may not
accomplish much.

Unfortunately, in the GPU experiments, I forgot to set a seed for the dropout layers and
to reinitialize the batch normalization layers’ aggregate means and standard deviations that are
computed as exponential moving averages [14], which does not affect the elementary gradients
directly because only the current batch statistics are used for them, but may have affected the
hypergradients and the evaluations on the training, validation and test sets. However, as exponen-
tial moving averages, and because the epochs in these experiments contained 400 to 703 batches
(depending on the training-validation set split) and several epochs were used, it’s unlikely this
effect from batch normalization is noticeable. Dropout, however, may have introduced enough
randomness to break symmetry differently, and experiments suggest this. See figure 2.3.

Another potential source of nondeterminism unaccounted for is apparently the cuDNN GPU
backend [12] used by Theano for its convolutions [73].

These are not issues in the adaptive version, since the elementary weights were never reini-
tialized. In [47], however, they retrained their network a second time with the hyperparameters
fixed at their final values, and observed improved performance in the second run. This, of course,
should not be done with the learning rates.

2.4 Learning Algorithms: SGD and Variants

Adaptive methods like AdaGrad [18], RMSProp [74] and Adam [35] have been shown to lead
to worse generalization [76] despite their widespread use, so SGD with momentum or Nesterov
momentum for the elementary iterations are used in the experiments in this project. They are
also simpler to reverse exactly, although only regular momentum is.

For the hyperparameters, the vector of the signs of the hypergradient is used, with a constant
learning rate, and with momentum on GPU with DrMAD. Following the signs has been shown
to approximate the adaptive methods AdaGrad, RMSProp and Adam. [4]
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Figure 2.3: Distance of the current parameters in the second meta-iteration from the final param-
eters in the first meta-iteration, for 5 epochs each. The parameters are reset with the same initial
values for the second run, but the seed for dropout is not the same.
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The learning rate for the adaptive version and the regularization were parametrized and tuned
on a logarithmic scale, as in [48] and as considered in [6, 39], but unlike in the original DrMAD
GPU version [23], [47] and [5].

Parameter and hyperparameter clipping is also used in some cases to prevent overflow and
nan errors. In the DrMAD algorithm, the elementary parameters are clipped between �10

3 and
10

3 (or projected onto the hypercube with those values at the corners, as in projected gradient
descent and variants thereof), while in the adaptive version, the log learning rate hyperparameters
are clipped to be below 0.
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Chapter 3

Experiments

In this chapter, more extensive experiments are performed. In sections 3.1 and 3.2, the results
of experiments on CPU and GPU are presented and discussed, with focus on DrMAD [22] and
exact hypergradients [48] in the CPU experiments, and DrMAD and an adaptive method in the
GPU experiments.

3.1 Experiments on CPU

Experiments are performed to assess the quality of the DrMAD hypergradients, by compar-
ing them in norm and angle with the exact hypergradient, as reported in figures 3.1 and 3.2.
The cosine of the angle is calculated as the dot product of the two divided by their norms,

d✓
DrMAD

·d✓
exact

kd✓
DrMAD

kkd✓
e

xactk to determine whether or not the DrMAD directions are descent directions
at all, since otherwise they might increase the validation loss. Interestingly, the test error clearly
tended to decrease despite often poor agreement between the DrMAD and exact hypergradients
(and the vectors of their signs), as reported in 3.3. Further experiments examine how the norm
of the exact hypergradients scale during their computation, as in figures 3.4 and 3.5. The val-
ues computed during the exact hypergradient computations are compared with and without exact
arithmetic in figure 3.6.

The setup of the experiments comes from [23] based on those from [49], written in Python’s
numpy library [57] with Autograd [50]. These are performed with a small multilayer perceptron
with fully connected layers of 50, 50, 50, 10 units each. The dataset used was MNIST [41],
consisting of 60,000 training and 10,000 test 32 ⇥ 32 grayscale images of handwritten digits, 0
to 9, so 10 classes, although only subsets of size 20,000 and 5,000 of the training and test subsets
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were used. As in the original experiments, rather than tuning the L2 regularization directly,
hyperparameters s are tuned, after rewriting the parameters as w = es ·z, where the multiplication
and exponentiation are component-wise, and s and z have the same form as w. Then, where g is
the cross-entropy on the training set, the elementary loss function is written

g(es · z, t) + e�kzk2 = g(w, t) + e�kzk2 = g(w, t) + e�ke�s · wk2

and the elementary training was performed with respect to z rather than w. Had training been
performed with respect to w, this would be equivalent to tuning L2 regularization hyperparam-
eters, by the RHS of the loss function above, but since the training is performed in z, the initial
scale and regularization are tied and tuned together.

For networks with batch normalization, like DenseNet [30], this rescaling may be redundant,
so in the GPU experiments, L2 hyperparameters are tuned directly and scaling is ignored.

The hyperparameters are constrained to be unit-wise, i.e. a hyperparameter is used for each
component of the output of a layer, rather than each weight in a layer or simply for each layer.
The (pseudo)randomness is determined by a seed, in order to reproduce it exactly in subsequent
meta-iterations. The hypergradient steps were in all cases in the direction of the signs of the
DrMAD hypergradient.

It is worth noting that in some earlier experiments with a single-layer perceptron, too small a
validation set, e.g. 19,000 training data and 1000 validation data from the 20,000, actually lead
to the hyperparameters overfitting within 200 iterations, i.e. with the validation loss lower than
the training loss (without its regularization penalty) and the training loss lower than the test loss.
This no longer occured with a 15,000 – 5000 training–validation data split.

In experiments with 2000 reverse path iterations, whether the number of forward iterations
was 2000 or 20,000, it was found that the DrMAD hypergradient d✓ in step 8 exploded, being
several orders of magnitude greater than the hypergradient in norm.

On the other hand, roughly 200 reverse iterations resulted in DrMAD hypergradients of ap-
proximately the same order of magnitude as the exact hypergradients for 200 to 200,000 forward
iterations, which might suggest that most of the changes to the parameters occur early on in the
forward pass, e.g. getting the parameters to roughly the correct scale, and that later iterations
make small (but nonetheless important) adjustments therafter; see figure 3.1. However, after
the first few meta-iterations, with larger numbers of elementary iterations, there were sometimes
negative dot products between the DrMAD and exact hypergradient, as well as between the vec-
tors of signs of the exact and DrMAD hypergradients; see figure 3.2. Despite this issue, the test
error continued to decrease; see figure 3.3. Of course, the test errors reported are nowhere near
competitive on MNIST; competitive errors are already well below 1%. [41]
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(a) 200 elementary iters per meta (b) 200 with DrMAD2

(c) 2000 elementary iters per meta (d) 2000 with DrMAD2

(e) 20,000 elementary iters per meta (f) 20,000 with DrMAD2

(g) 200,000 elementary iters per meta

Figure 3.1: Norms of hypergradients following the DrMAD hypergradient signs
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(a) 200 elementary iters per meta (b) 200 with DrMAD2

(c) 2000 elementary iters per meta (d) 2000 with DrMAD2

(e) 20,000 elementary iters per meta (f) 20,000 with DrMAD2

(g) 200,000 elementary iters per meta

Figure 3.2: Cosines of the angles between DrMAD and exact hypergradients and the between
the vectors of their signs, calculated as d✓

DrMAD

·d✓
exact

kd✓
DrMAD

kkd✓
e

xactk , following the DrMAD hypergradient
signs 23



(a) 200 elementary iters per meta (b) 2000 elementary iters per meta

(c) 20,000 elementary iters per meta (d) 200,000 elementary iters per
meta

Figure 3.3: Error rates following the DrMAD hypergradient signs
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(a) Meta-iteration 0 (b) Meta-iteration 2 (c) Meta-iteration 4 (d) Meta-iteration 5

(e) Meta-iteration 10 (f) Meta-iteration 11 (g) Meta-iteration 13 (h) Meta-iteration 18

(i) Meta-iteration 19

Figure 3.4: Norms of the accumulated hypergradients for 20,000 elementary iterations, which
are accumulated starting with value 0 at t = T � 1 = 20, 000� 1 on the right and following the
reverse iterations with decreasing t towards the left

The DrMAD hypergradient explosion with 2000 or more but not 200 reverse iterations is
likely because the accumulated hypergradients of step 8 of DrMAD and step 12 of the exact
hypergradient algorithm of [48] quickly increase in norm near t = 0. See figures 3.4 and 3.5.

In this project, including in the experiments on GPU, the number of reverse iterations for
DrMAD is calculated as follows:

Let w
t

denote the t-th iterate (from the forward step). Then, with � = 1/T
reverse

, where
T
reverse

is the number of reverse steps, and assuming the approximation of w
t

by t�w
T

+ (1 �
t�)w0 is good for small t:
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(a) Meta-iteration 0 (b) Meta-iteration 1 (c) Meta-iteration 2 (d) Meta-iteration 3

(e) Meta-iteration 4

Figure 3.5: Norms of the accumulated hypergradients for 200,000 elementary iterations, which
are accumulated starting with value 0 at t = T � 1 = 200, 000� 1 on the right and following the
reverse iterations with decreasing t towards the left.

kw
t

�w0k
kw

T

�w0k
⇡ kt�w

T

+ (1� t�)w0 �w0k
kw

T

�w0k

=

kt�w
T

� t�w0k
kw

T

�w0k
= t�

so that � ⇡ kw
t

�w0k
tkw

T

�w0k .

Rather than taking � based on a single value of t, a weighted average of the first 20 was
used, with most weight given to the earlier values. In the CPU experiments, � was further
multiplied by 10 (equivalently, the number of reverse iterations were approximately divided by
10), to get roughly 200 reverse iterations for 2000, 20,000 and 200,000 forward iterations. This
unfortunately introduces a hyperhyperparameter. In the DrMAD GPU experiments, � was not
multiplied by any factor this way.

Furthermore, if a learning rate schedule is set for the forward pass and fewer reverse itera-
tions are used, what learning rates to use in the reverse pass iterations isn’t immediately clear.
Generally, one may want the reverse path iterates to use learning rates similar to what was used
in the forward pass when the forward iterates were closest.
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Also of note in figures 3.4 and 3.5 is a quick increase in norm in the exact hypergradients
near t = T � 1. As such, one modification to DrMAD proposed in this project, called simply
DrMAD2, takes the exact reverse path for the first 100 or so iterations (without exact arithmetic),
and then follows a straight uniformly-spaced path between where this exact reversed path stopped
and the initial parameters. For a small number of iterations (200-2000), it seemed to improve the
agreement with the exact hypergradient, but for 20,000, this was no longer clear. See figure 3.3.

With �
t

= � = 0.95 (the momentum decay rate used in these experiments), � log2(0.95) ⇡
0.074 bits are lost on average per multiplication by � in the forward pass. However, since the
gradient g

t

= rwL(wt

,✓, t) will be computed at an approximation of w
t

, further bits of v
t

and
w

t

may be incorrect at each reverse iteration. The number lost should depend on the network,
the loss, the current parameters and velocities. Making a guess that at most 3 times this number
of bits would be lost per reverse iteration, so at most �3 log2(0.95) further bits could be incorrect
on average per reverse iteration, and noting that float32 has 23 precision bits, and assuming we’re
prepared to lose 20 of these, 20/(�3 log2(0.95)) ⇡ 90 reverse iterations would be safe to perform
without too much loss of accuracy. Higher momentum would mean more iterations, and lower
would mean fewer. Disagreement between the exact method with exact arithmetic and the exact
method without exact arithmetic wasn’t really observable until about 100 reverse iterations have
passed, from the right in plots in figure 3.6. Note, however, that numpy uses float64, not float32,
by default, so the factor of 3 was probably too small. In figure 3.6:

• x = w
t

is the current set of elementary parameters during the reverse iteration;

• v = v
t

is the current velocities during the reverse iteration;

• d meta = d✓ is the current accumulated hypergradient; and

• d x = dw
t

is the current accumulated hypergradient with respect to the current elementary
parameters (eventually the initial parameters).

3.2 Experiments on GPU

The code used here is based on DrMAD’s at [23] and the Lasagne DenseNet implementation [64],
written with Lasagne [14] and Theano [72] in Python [57]. The experiments were conducted on
NVIDIA’s Tesla K80 GPU. The dataset used was CIFAR10 [37], consisting of 50,000 training
and 10,000 test 32 ⇥ 32 RGB images with 10 classes. The errors and losses were evaluated on
cycling batches of size 500-1000 from the training, validation and test sets. It took several hours
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(a) Cosine of the angle
between exact with
and without exact
arithmetic

(b) Distances between
d meta = d✓ with
and without exact
arithmetic

(c) Distances between
d x = dw

t

with
and without exact
arithmetic

(d) Distances between
v = v

t

with and with-
out exact arithmetic

(e) Distances between
x = w

t

with and with-
out exact arithmetic

Figure 3.6: Comparisons of exact reverse path values with and without exact arithmetic on meta-
iteration 11 (but updating with the signs of DrMAD hypergradients) for 2000 elementary itera-
tions.
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(in some cases nearly a full day) just to compile the Theano function for the Hessian-vector
products with the DenseNet described next.

The benchmark to which the experiments are compared is the DenseNet implementation
from [64] with dropout and no data augmentation (but normalization as preprocessing; the data
augmentation described in some experiments consisted of shifting and flipping images). The
network had depth 40, 16 feature maps in the first convolutional layer, a growth rate of 12 and
3 blocks. SGD with Nesterov momentum (as formulated in [7]), with a momentum decay of
0.9. Future experiments should use regular momentum, for which DrMAD is originally derived.
[22] Two possibly important differences exist between the network here and those in the original
DenseNet paper [30] and the Lasagne implementation [64]. The first is that the biases are not
regularized in the experiments here, but they are in [30, 64]. This includes the biases from
batch normalization, although in the experiments in this project, the scale weights from batch
normalization do have the L2 penalty applied to them, since without it, in principle the scales
can increase in scale arbitrary while weights after them decrease in scale, producing identical
output, until overflow or underflow.1 The second discrepancy involves the learning rates. The
learning rate started at 0.1 for the first 30 epochs, then 0.01 for the next 30 until 60, and then
0.001 thereafter. This is the second difference: this learning rate schedule is erroneously taken
from the ImageNet model in [30]; their CIFAR10 learning rate started at 0.1 and was divided
by 10 at 50% and again at 75% of the number of epochs, i.e. at 150 and 225 epochs. The
benchmark used here did not beat 10% test error, despite 7% and 6.5 % achieved in [30] and
[64], respectively.

The final test error reported with this benchmark was 10.5 %. The last few test errors were

10.5, 10.9, 12.5, 11.0, 9.0, 11.6, 12.7, 11.6, 12.9, 11.6, 11.5, 12.0, 11.1, 11.6, 10.5 ,

and their mean is 11.4%.

Again, in all experiments, the regularization hyperparameters were tuned on a logarithmic
scale (base 10). In the adaptive method, the elementary learning rates were also tuned on a
logarithmic scale (base e, but reported in base 10).

Steps were taken in the direction of the vector of signs of the hypergradient, rather than the
direction of the hypergradient itself, as in [4] and experiments from [22, 48] at [23, 49].

1To illustrate, with x and y representing parameters, if x is penalized but y is not, then xy = c has solutions with
x 6= 0 and y unbounded, while if xy = 1, and both have an L2 penalty applied, this penalty x

2 + y

2 = x

2 +1/x2 is
minimized at x = y = 1 and x = y = �1. Because x2 and y

2 have hyperparameter coefficients which may change,
and one of x or y could no longer be strongly penalized, clipping is also used.
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Figure 3.7: DenseNet benchmark errors. The final test error was 11.4%.

3.2.1 DrMAD

The learning rate for the L2 regularization hyperparameters was set to 0.3333 so that hyperpa-
rameter updates could change the order of magnitude of a hyperparameter in at most 3 meta-
iterations. Furthermore, rather than simply following the signs, momentum was used, with a rate
of 0.7.

The longest running experiment, with each meta-iteration taking roughly a day, started with
the L2 hyperparameters intialized at �4 (so coefficient 10�4) , the value used in the Lasagne
implementation of DenseNet [64], starting with 100 epochs and increasing the number by a factor
of 1.4 each meta-iteration, until a maximum of 300 after which 300 was repeated. In the 9th
meta-iteration (meta-iteration 8, starting from 0), the errors eventually became nan. There was
no improvement in the test error rate through the use of DrMAD as implemented; the minimum
test error occured at the end of the first meta-iteration, before any hyperparameter updates. See
figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10.

Bad initial hyperparameters were also tested, starting from 10 epochs and increasing by a
factor of 1.4 until 300. An initial L2 regularization hyperarameter of �2 (coefficients 10�2) lead
to the prioritization of the minimization of the penalty, an approximately 0.9 error rate (equivalent
to random guessing) and hypergradients of norm 0, so that the hyperparameters could not even
be improved. See figures 3.11 and 3.12. On the other hand, an initialization at �7 (10�7) lead to
nan values in the last few iterations of the last (27th, labelled 26) epoch of the 4th meta-iteration
(meta-iteration 3, starting at 0). This happened despite clipping each weight to be in the interval
[�10

3, 103]. Many of the regularization hyperparameters even decreased. See figures 3.13 and
3.14.
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Figure 3.8: Errors per meta-iteration with DrMAD with initial L2 decay 10

�4.

Figure 3.9: Errors during training with DrMAD with initial L2 decay 10

�4.
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Figure 3.10: Per-layer average log L2 decay hyperparameters with DrMAD, starting at -4.

Figure 3.11: Errors during training with DrMAD with initial L2 decay 10

�2.
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Figure 3.12: Per-layer average log L2 decay hyperparameters with DrMAD, starting at -2.

Figure 3.13: Errors during training with DrMAD with initial L2 decay 10

�7.
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Figure 3.14: Per-layer average log L2 decay hyperparameters with DrMAD, starting at -7.
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3.2.2 Adaptive Method

For the first experiment reported here with the adaptive method, the hypergradient was computed
and the hyperparameters were updated every 100 elementary iterations, based on the last 5 of
those iterations. In [47], instead of 100 and 5, they used 10 and 1. The purpose of this is to
amortize the cost of the hypergradient computations, as they are slower than the SGD steps, even
if only a constant times slower. No momentum was used for the hyperparameters. The initial
elementary learning rate was again set to 0.1, and regular momentum was used with a decay of
0.9, fixed. The learning rate for the L2 regularization hyperparameters was set to 0.01 (in log
base 10 scale), while the learning rate for the elementary log learning rates was set to 0.2 (in the
natural logarithm scale, but the values are reported in base 10). The training and validation sets
had sizes 40,000 and 10,000, respectively. The results are reported in figures 3.15, 3.16, 3.17.

Interestingly, the network started to overfit to the validation set, as the validation error was
decreasing away from the test error and towards the training error after roughly the first 30
epochs. The final test error was 15.3%, which is worse than the benchmark at 11.4%. The last
few test errors were

14.5, 15.2, 15.9, 15.1, 16.2, 15.0, 13.8, 15.9, 14.8, 14.2, 15.0, 14.8, 16.4, 14.4, 13.8, 15.3 ,

and their average is approximately 15%. One potential concern is that the learning rates de-
creased too quickly, preventing the parameters from escaping a region of poorer performance.
A possible solution is to set lower higher lower bounds for the learning rates, e.g. use a more
standard learning rate schedule (or, in this case, the benchmark schedule) as a lower bound with
which to clip each individual learning rate; this would still allow the learning rates to increase
when this can speed up training. In these experiments, however, it’s likely the learning rates
would have quickly hit and stayed at this lower bound, but this may be useful when the initial
learning rate is set too low.

The experiment was repeated with a training-validation set split of 36,000 and 14,000 (with
300 epochs, this decreases the total number of elementary iterations), 131 iterations per hyper-
parameter update, with the hypergradient computed using the last 4, the elementary parameter
momentum decay rate increased to 0.95, the L2 hyperparameter learning rate increased to 0.02
and the log learning rate learning rate decreased to 0.1. The results are reported in figures 3.18,
3.19, 3.20. The final test error was again 15.3%. However, this was near the maximum among
the last few test errors:

15.7, 13.42, 15.0, 12.14, 12.0, 14.7, 15.1, 14.7, 14.8, 13.7, 12.7,

13.8, 13.6, 12.7, 9.7, 12.6, 11.3, 10.6, 12.8, 13.0, 12.3, 14.0, 12.3,

12.0, 13.7, 13.0, 12.4, 12.8, 11.4, 12.4, 11.7, 15.0, 14.7, 15.4, 15.3 .
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Figure 3.15: Errors with the adaptive method, first experiment

Figure 3.16: Per-layer average log L2 decay hyperparameters with the adaptive method, first
experiment
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Figure 3.17: Per-layer average log learning rates with the adaptive method, first experiment
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Figure 3.18: Errors with the adaptive method, second experiment

The average of these is approximately 13%. Further changes in these directions to the adaptive
method should be explored.

Simultaneously decreasing the log L2 hyperparameter learning rate to 0.01, while increasing
the number of examples in the validation set to 22,000 (so training set decreased to 28,000) and
using narrower clipping on the log-learning rates worsened the test performance, despite making
the validation and test set performances closer. The number of epochs was even increased to 600
(to compensate for the smaller training set).
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Figure 3.19: Per-layer average log L2 decay hyperparameters with the adaptive method, second
experiment
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Figure 3.20: Per-layer average log learning rates with the adaptive method, second experiment
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Chapter 4

Discussion and Directions for Future Work

It is still very unclear whether or not DrMAD can be made useful for per-parameter hyperpa-
rameters, although experiments with properly fixed randomness or with more hyperparameter
sharing to avoid the decoupling of hyperparameters and parameters should be conducted. Exper-
iments with regular momentum instead of Nesterov momentum would also be more consistent
with the original derivation of DrMAD.[22]

The adaptive method shows some promise. Further experiments of interest include initial-
ization with poor hyperparameters and to address overfitting to the validation sets by increasing
their size and taking fewer samples from them.

More hyperparameters could also be tuned in future work, e.g. additive noise to the units as
in [47]. Variants of SGD with added noise [11, 17, 26, 34, 42], which have shown promise for
escaping saddle points, could have the scale of their noise tuned, most likely with the adaptive
method, since it seems unlikely that DrMAD can be made sensitive enough to such noise.
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